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ABSTRACT
Management decisions in fisheries are largely based on estimates from fisheries data
collection programmes. The aim of a sampling strategy is to sample a catch to mirror
the population of interest. This study was conducted using both an ANOVA (Analysis
of Variance) and a block bootstrapped approach to evaluate a preferred sampling
scheme to collect length frequency data of chub mackerel (Scomber japonicus) from
the inshore fishery in Ghana. An extensive data set on haddock (Melanogrammus
aeglefinus) in Icelandic waters was use to evaluate and develop the sampling scheme
for chub mackerel. In general the study showed that for a gain in precision in a
sample, the number of samples is more important than the number of measurements
in each sample. Thus to get a representative sample of the population; the sampling
should be spread out, as fish caught in clusters contain less information about the
population than an equal number caught at random. It is suggested from the study that
due to constraints by logistics and cost of sampling in the fishery, sample size of 30
with 30 individual measurements in a sample should be considered the absolute
minimum number of samples in a sampling scheme for chub mackerel annually.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The coastal zone of Ghana lies between Cape Palmas to about 2o longitude East (Longhurst,
1962; Williams, 1968) and this zone is part of the Central West African Upwelling Zone. The
area is characterized by a seasonal major coastal upwelling from July to September and a
minor one from December to February. During this period, warm coastal water is replaced by
cold nutrient rich water from off the continental shelf. This then results in increased
productivity (Wiafe, 2002). The major fishing seasons in Ghana in the months of the
upwelling as fishermen have a high catch rate harvest during these times.
The coastline of Ghana extends to about 550km in length, it has an exclusive economic zone
of 24,300km2 with a narrow continental shelve of approximately 80km. There are four fishing
regions namely western, central, greater Accra and Volta regions with about 300 fishing
villages along the entire coastline.
Marine fisheries are an important sector of the economy. It contributes 3% of the nation’s
gross domestic product (GDP) and about 5% of the agriculture GDP. Fisheries are now the
country’s most important non-traditional export and earn over US$119million from the export
of fish and fisheries products in 2003 (Directorate of Fisheries unpublished data). Fish is the
cheapest and preferred source of animal protein in Ghana with a per capita consumption of
fish 25kg per annum and about 75% of total production is consumed locally.
The fleets operating in the marine fishery are industrial, semi-industrial or inshore and the
artisanal fleets. The artisanal fishery is mainly by wooden dugout canoe of less than 10m of
which 50% are motorized. In the semi-industrial or inshore fisheries, the fleet is made of
wood from 8 – 37m in length and motorized. The industrial fisheries have steel hulled vessels
of about 30m in length for the trawlers, 30m long shrimpers and 49 – 60m in the tuna fishery.
These fleets exploit both the pelagic and demersal resources in the coastal waters of Ghana.
The pelagic resource constitutes about 80% of the total landings in the country. Sardinellas
(Sardinella aurita and Sardinella madrensis) and Chub mackerel (Scomber japonicus) are the
most important small pelagic fish species. Over the past ten years, there have been wide
fluctuations in the catches of marine species in the Ghanaian coastal waters averaging about
250,000 t annually (Marine Fisheries Research, 2007). However the biomass estimate for
pelagic resource have decreased from about 54,000t in 2005 to 48,000 t in 2007 (Marine
Fisheries Research, 2007). Attention should be paid to this trend in decline of the pelagic
resource by implementing appropriate management measures to prevent further decline and to
sustain the stocks.
Chub mackerel is an important pelagic species which constitutes about 30% of the total
annual inshore catch. Despite the importance of this species to the pelagic marine fishery and
to the economy, there is limited knowledge on its growth and population dynamics. The
fundamental factor underlying the inability to manage the stock is the lack of research on the
biology, ecology and its response to exploitation.
The first step in managing the S. japonicus resource in the Ghanaian coastal waters is to
develop an effective sampling scheme to assess and monitor the resource. The primary goal
of this project is to use sample length frequency data from the inshore fishery:
 Evaluate the sampling scheme in the inshore fishery using an ANOVA-based method
proposed by Helle and Pennington (2004). As there is limited data on S. japonicus
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from Ghana, data on haddock caught in Icelandic waters is used to test the reliability
of the method when projecting outside of the range of the data used.
Suggest suitable sampling strategy for data collections in the fishery, using both the
ANOVA method and block bootstrap.

1.1 Justification of present study
The process of fish growth is influenced by both biotic and abiotic factors in a complex
manner. Chub mackerel is also reported as one of the stocks that could be affected directly or
indirectly by climate change (Rothschild, 1996). To properly manage a living resource,
knowledge on the population dynamics and biology must be understood. Growth parameters
and mortality rates are important parameters for assessing sustainable exploitation level of
pelagic species (CADIMA, 2000). Lorenzo and Gonzalez (1993) emphasized the importance
of regional studies to enhance more understanding of the behaviour of the Chub mackerel in
other less known geographical areas, in their study of this species off the Canary Islands.
Management advice on fisheries is often based on length frequency data from commercial
landings or surveys and with other information such as catch and effort measurement.
Majority of information about the life cycle of this species comes mainly from the Pacific
region and other parts of the world (Schaefer, 1980). However, in spite of the economic
importance and widespread occurrence of the Chub mackerel in the coastal waters of Ghana
during the upwelling season, little is known about its biology, distribution, ecology, and
population dynamics in the region. Length frequency and biological data on this species in
Ghana is limited and therefore estimation of the status of this stock becomes difficult. The
aim of this work therefore is to use recent length frequency data to evaluate a preferred
sampling scheme for S. japonicus in the inshore fishery which would be sufficient to use for
estimating its population parameters in the coastal waters of Ghana.
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2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Biology and distribution of Chub mackerel

Scomber japonicus (Houttuyn, 1782), commonly called Chub mackerel of the scombridae
family is primarily a coastal pelagic species, found within a depth range of 0 – 300m (Collette
and Naunen, 1983) but is usually most abundant at around 50 -200m in subtropical waters of
about 10 – 27oC (Castro et al, 2000). It has a wide distribution over the continental shelves of
the tropical and subtropical regions of the Pacific, Indian and Atlantic Ocean and adjacent
seas (Collette and Naunen, 1983).
There is a geographical variation in the growth rate of Chub mackerel within the different
zones of its distribution. The growth rate of the species in the North West Mediterranean,
North East and South West Atlantic are significantly different (Perrotta et al, 2005). FAO,
2001 estimated the life span of this species in Ghana to be five to six years. It moves to open
waters to feed at night but stays near the bottom during the day. During the reproductive
season, adults migrate from deeper shelf-break waters to shallow coastal areas to spawn
(Collette and Nauen, 1983; Cousseau et al., 1987; Catro and Santana, 2000; Perrotta et al.,
2001). Chub mackerel spawns in batches at a water temperature of 15oC to 20oC. Yamada et
al; (1998) estimated that Chub mackerel in Japanese waters spawned every 5.7 days (6.3
times) over a period of 36 days. Chub mackerel starts schooling at an early stage of its life.
Schooling is often by size and it initiates at approximately 3cm of length, however they also
form schools with species like Sarda chiliensis, Trachurus symmetricus and Sardinops sagax
(Collette, 1995).
2.2 Scomber japonicus fishery
S. japonicus is highly exploited species worldwide (Figure 1). It is of high economic value
and placed sixth in the total world nominal marine catches ranking (FAO, 2004). The global
landing reached its peak (3 million tonnes) in 1978 and has been fluctuating over the years
between 1.5 – 2.0 metric tonnes (Figure 2). Purse seining is presently the most predominant
method used in fishing S. japonicus. However there are other types of gears like lampara nets,
set nets, traps nets, gill net and even trawls used in this fishery (FAO, 2009). Over its total
distribution, the countries with the largest catch of this resource are China and Peru with an
average of 500,000mt each.
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Figure 1: Marine capture fisheries production: Top ten Species in 2004 (FAO, 2006)

Figure 2: Global Capture Production for Scomber japonicus (FAO Fishery Statistic,
2004)
Chub mackerel locally called ‘saman’ is an important pelagic resource in the coastal waters of
Ghana. It is one of the most valuable species in terms of economic value, abundance and
quality. Its importance to the fishing industry led to the setting up of a pilot cannery at Osu,
Accra in past years (Koranteng, 1995). Chub mackerel fishery is seasonal and coincides with
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the upwelling seasons in the region. The species is more abundant in the major and minor
upwelling seasons because of the availability of food during these seasons but catches are low
for the rest of the year. It is mostly fished with a purse seine net with a mesh size of 44mm in
the inshore fishery at an average length of 10 – 26cm, but grows to over 30cm in length (fork
length). In the inshore fishery it is one of the main target species and constitutes about 27% of
the total inshore catch in 2005 (Marine Fisheries Research Division, unpublished data). It is
locally marketed smoked, fried or fresh.

Figure 3: Catches of chub mackerel in the inshore fisheries from 1998-2007 in the
coastal waters of Ghana.
2.3 Sampling strategies
Sampling is stated as selecting a portion of a population which will be a representation of the
whole population in a research area (Lohr, 1999). The objective of sampling in fisheries
research is to obtain data from stocks and on their exploitation, analyse the characteristics of
the resources, the effect of exploitation on the abundance of resources and to determine
sustainable exploitation levels now and for posterity (FAO, 2005).
The basic terms population, sample and sampling associated with the sampling process must
be distinguished. There may be little or no knowledge on the population of interest but the
elements of the population should be well defined. The population can be finite or infinite. A
population is termed finite when the total number or size of the population is known and
infinite when the population is too large and cannot be estimated. Variance, standard
deviation, co-efficient of variation and the range are some common measures of dispersion of
the values of the characteristic in a population (FAO, 2005).
A sample represents a subset of a controlled size of a population. When a sample is large it
can be grouped in to classes (FAO, 2005) and can thus be termed as absolute frequency,
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relative frequency and cumulative frequency depending on how the elements are grouped in
each class. It is from the sample data that the characteristics of the population are estimated.
Statistics of location and dispersion are values calculated from the sample data. Mean, median
and mode are examples of statistic of location whilst range, variance, standard deviation and
co-efficient of variation are examples of statistic of dispersion (Gallucci et al, 1996).
Sampling is the process of selecting individual observations intended to yield some
knowledge about the population of interest, especially for the purpose of statistical inference.
Statistical inference is carried out with predefined precision based on the values of the
characteristics of interest in the sample selected and the properties of the sampling (Kish,
1995).
The aim of a sampling strategy is to sample the catch in a way that represents the population
from which the samples were taken. The sampling methodology and sampling frequency
determines the quality of a sampling strategy (John, 2003). A very essential ingredient
needed for sound fishery research is reliable data from landing ports or research surveys. The
collection of data is based on an overall strategy which should clearly define which vessels
are sampled in the fleet, which events on the vessels are sampled and what catch is sampled
from a fishing event. In addition assessment of the baseline information available on the
fishery, evaluation of the sampling procedure of the fishery, assessment of the operational
considerations for the fishery and the strategy design for formulating a good sampling plan is
indispensable (FAO, 2002).
The manner in which a sample is selected is an important factor in determining how useful the
sample will be for making inference about the population from which it is selected (Helle and
Pennington,2004). Simple random sampling, stratified random sampling, cluster sampling and
sometimes multispecies sampling which combines several of the basic methods are different
methods for selecting a sample in fisheries research (FAO, 2005).
Simple random sampling is not frequently used in fisheries research but as part of more
complex methods. Selection of samples with this method is in two ways - with or without
replacement, however sampling without replacement is commonly used. Each individual is
chosen entirely by chance and each member of the population has an equal chance of being
included in the sample. (Gallucci et al, 1996)
In stratified sampling, the population is divided into groups called strata. A sample is then
drawn from within these strata by simple random sampling. This is generally used when the
population is heterogeneous and produces estimates with smaller variance than simple random
sampling (Gallucci et al, 1996). The theory of stratified sampling deals with the properties of
sampling distribution of the estimators and with different types of allocation of the sample
sizes to obtain the maximum precision (FAO, 2005). This method is usually used in biological
sampling of landings and scientific surveys (FAO, 2002).
Cluster sampling divides the population into groups, or clusters. A number of clusters are
selected randomly to represent the population, and then all elements within selected clusters
are observed in the sample. In cluster sampling, only a few clusters are sampled. Hence no
elements from non-selected clusters are included in the sample (Australian Bureau of
Statistics, 2004). Partitioning the clusters in such a way that they all have similar mean values
increases the precision of the estimates. This differs from stratified sampling, where some
units are selected from each group. This method of sampling has been used in fisheries to
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estimate landings per trip from data of artisanal fisheries with many landing sites and a small
number of vessels operating from each site. Cluster sampling is a method that may prove to be
cost effective for artisanal fisheries (Gallucci et al, 1996).
Multi-stage sampling is like cluster sampling, but involves selecting a random sample within
each chosen cluster, rather than including all units in the cluster. At each stage there is a
random selection of the sampling units. Thus, multi-stage sampling involves selecting a
sample in at least two stages. In the first stage, large groups or clusters are selected
(Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2004). These elements are designed to contain more
population units than are required for the final sample. Population units are chosen from
selected clusters to derive a final sample in the second stage. The process of choosing
population units within clusters continues until the final sample is achieved if more than two
stages are used.
All sampling methods rely on random sampling; however it is practically impossible to get a
perfectly random sample. Bias is a reflection of the difficulty in obtaining a truly
representative sample (Lohr, 1999). Bias sampling occurs when certain members of the
population have no probability of being selected, leading to the under or over estimation of
the population parameter in the sample data. However, if the degree of underrepresentation is
small the sample is dealt with as a reasonable approximation to a random sample. Some
common examples of bias sampling are under-coverage, voluntary response bias, sampling
error, non-response and response bias (Kalton, 1983).
Fisheries research is often concerned with the estimation of the population mean and totals
and also the proportion of the population that shares some characteristics of interest (FAO,
2005). Selection of samples with adequate criterion makes it possible to measure with
precision the conclusions or inference about that population.
2.4 Evaluation of sampling design in fisheries research
Due to the importance of fisheries to many nations and organization, rules and regulations for
management are implemented to conserve the fishery for posterity. Many fisheries
organisation’s relay on estimates from data collection programmes to formulate management
decisions to sustain their fisheries. The number of individuals to include in a research study,
the sample size of the study, is an important consideration in the sampling design of much
fisheries research. Again determination of the sample size is important for economic reasons
because samples that are too large may waste time, resources and money whilst an undersized sample may not have the capability to produce useful results.
Although there is a wide range of approaches to sampling and the type of data collected, few
studies have been conducted to address the effect of sample design and sample size in
estimating the parameters related to fisheries (Goodyear 1995, Brouwer and Griffith 2005,
Yamaguchi and Matsuishi 2007).
Goodyear (1995) advocated that the use of length stratified sampling for growth estimates and
for developing models of mean length at age should be avoided in his study on the influence
of sampling protocol on the estimation of the mean lengths at age using computer simulation
of a population of red grouper ( Epinephelus morio)
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Folmer and Pennington (2000) studied a statistical evaluation of the design and precision of a
shrimp trawl survey off West Greenland. In their study various statistical techniques were
used to estimate two indices of shrimp abundance and their precision, and also to determine
the effective sample sizes for estimates of length-frequency distributions. They concluded that
the surveys produce a fairly precise abundance index and that given the relatively small size;
reducing tow duration to 15 minutes would increase the overall survey precision.
The precision of age, size, growth and mortality parameters at samples of 25 to 1000 using
bootstrapped population samples were discussed by Kritzer et al (2001) in their study on the
effects of sample size and population structure on the precision of demographic parameter
estimates of four reef fishes; Cephalopholis cyanostigma, Lethrinus miniatus, lutjanus
carponotatus and Plectropomus leopardus. From the study they suggested that estimation of
parameters such as mean length, mean age and modal age for less commercially important
species can be estimated with high precision at small sample sizes when compared to other
parameters. In addition they also suggested the use of extant data sets for species similar to
the focal species in case of limited data situation to approximate the population in question.
They also added that when the research population is substantially different from the proxy
population an additional sampling is required.
Helle and Pennington’s (2004) studies on survey design considerations for estimating length
compositions of the commercial catch of some deep-water species in the north east Atlantic
revealed that the precision of estimates of length distributions is a function of both how the
fish was sampled and the number of fish sampled. The study showed an efficient sampling
design is to collect relatively small samples from many vessels as possible to gain precision as
fish caught together tend to be more similar than those in the entire population.
Investigations by Brouwer and Griffiths (2005) on the influence of sample design on
estimates of growth and mortality in Argyrozona argyrozona and the effects of either using
random or stratified sampling procedures showed that random and stratified sampling
produced similar results for growth, fishing mortality and spawning biomass per recruit. Thus
both the random and stratified estimates revealed that a minimum of 300 random samples or
at least 10 fish per 2cm size class (ie n = 193) were necessary to provide reliable estimates of
growth, fishing mortality and spawning biomass-per-recruit. But to optimise the trade-off
between cost and parameter precision, stratified sampling of Argyrozona argyrozona during
the spawning season is preferred.
Studies by Jurajda et al (2008) on the evaluation of sampling methods in floodplain lakes
including whole-lake sampling showed that the accurate representation of the fish community
using just one sampling method and strategy is not feasible even in a small floodplain lake. In
addition the study showed that in regarding the ability to capture representative samples, the
behaviour of particular fish species seems to be a more significant factor than fish size.
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3.0 METHODOLOGY
3.1 Study site
The study considered the coastal zone of Ghana which lies between Cape Palmas to about 2 o
longitude East (Longhurst, 1962; Williams, 1968).

Figure 4: Coastal map of Ghana showing 200m contour line
3.2 Data collection
Length (forked cm) frequency data sampled from commercial landings at Tema Fishing
Harbour within the major upwelling months in Ghana (July, August and September) from
Inshore Vessels will be used in this study. Purse seining net of 40mm mesh size is the main
gear used for fishing this stock in the 30-50m contour depth. A sample is collected randomly
from a vessel landing within the specified day for sampling and this is done once, twice or
thrice a month for the major fishing season within a year. The number of length-measured
chub mackerel in each sample ranges from 45 to 240, a total of 447 to 917 are measured a
year and in all 3371 fishes were measured from 2003 to 2007. Fork lengths measurements of
individual fish were taken using graduated board and measurements of the lengths were taken
from the snout to the end of the forked portion of the caudal fin, to the nearest centimetre
below. Individual lengths were grouped by months and then by years.
Twenty six samples with an average of about four samples in a year are collected annually
and are used in this study. This species is exploited at a size of about 8 – 30 cm but mostly
fished at an average size range of 11 – 17cm (Figure 4).
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Figure 5: Length frequency distribution of S.japonicus from 2003 – 2007.
3.3 Data analysis
Variance component analysis (one-way anova) was used to quantify the sources of variability
and based on these estimates an efficient sampling scheme can be devised. The model is:
where ysj is individual length measurement from a unique sample. αs is a factor in the model
and denotes an individual sample and εsj is an error term. The model was implemented in R
(R Development Core Team, 2005). Assuming that a sample is randomly chosen then the
components will be independent and therefore the variance of y is given by
.
Where

is the mean square error from the model and

is defined as

Where
and
are the between and within mean squared errors. n is the number of
samples. If sample size is unequal then n is replaced by n’ which is defined as

where r is the total number of samples.
The variance component model for this data is a completely nested model and therefore
analysis of variance techniques were used to estimate the variance components (See Neter et
al., 1996).
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To assess various sampling schemes it is assumed that S samples are taken and m fish are
measured in each S. In addition it is also assumed that the samples and fish measured are
completely random. Then the variance of the estimator of the mean length is given by
=
where S and SM are sample size and total samples respectively.
The value of V was calculated for all combinations of S and M from 1 to 100.
3.3.1 Using Haddock (Melanogrammus aeglefinus, Linnaeus, 1758) as a proxy data
The method described above makes it possible to explore the effects of increasing the number
of samples and/or increasing the number of measurements. Therefore in theory it is possible
to explore the decrease in variance by increasing the number of samples way beyond the
actual number of samples used in the ANOVA analysis. As the chub mackerel data only
contained 26 samples it was of interest to investigate if the results from 26 samples were
different when using a much larger data set containing many more samples.
To test this length frequency commercial catch data of haddock from 2007 collected from
trawlers in Icelandic waters was used containing 200 samples, each containing more than 100
measurements. First the ANOVA model was applied to the whole data set and the changes in
V where calculated for all combinations of S and M. Then a random sub-sample containing 26
samples was taken from the haddock data set and the analysis redone. The results were then
compared visually.
Haddock belongs to the gadoid genus (cod-like species) and the fish is wide spread
throughout the deeper waters of the temperate northern Atlantic, and shoals at depths less than
300m with preference for between 75 and 125m depths and are usually between 50 - 65cm in
catches (Icelandic Fisheries, 2009).
Haddock differs from chub mackerel in terms of its environment, distribution and biology.
Haddock is a demersal species whereas chub mackerel is pelagic, sizes of chub mackerel in
commercial catches ranges between 10 – 30cm in the coastal waters of Ghana and sizes
haddock in catches from Icelandic waters is between 50 – 65cm. However haddock data is
characteristic of that of the chub mackerel in terms of within sample correlation, thus some
samples contain only small fish where as others contain only large individuals as seen in the
samples collected on chub mackerel. Hence it is utterly important to use the haddock data
which is more reliable and abundant to estimate the preferred sampling scheme for chub
mackerel.
In spite of these differences it is fully justified to use the haddock data to test if the projections
outside of the data range produced from the method hold. As both the chub mackerel and
haddock data sets contain similar within sample correlations the result from the analysis of the
haddock data should hold for the chub mackerel data.
A block bootstrapped technique was used to explore how length distributions produced by
different sampling schemes compared to the actual length distribution (the whole data set)
would differ. The technique is a statistical method that uses random re-sampling of data from
14
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an original data set. Random samples were bootstrap (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993) from an
original haddock data set and the bootstrapping routine was carried out in R (R Development
Core Team 2007).
Each resulting bootstrapped sample combination was compared with the original data by
estimating the sum of squares between the bootstrapped sample combinations and the original
combinations.
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4.0 RESULTS
4.1 ANOVA based analysis of effects of S and M
4.1.1 Chub mackerel data
The analysis of changes in variance, with different combinations of number of samples (S)
and measurements (M), of the chub mackerel data showed a marked decrease in variance with
increasing number of samples (S). Thus a fourfold decrease is realised in variance or from 2
down to 0.5 when the number of measurements is maintained at 20 and S is increased from 3
to 10. Similarly the variance decrease from 0.5 to 0.1 when S is increased from 10 to 30 and
measurement is maintained at 20 (Figure 6).
However the variance does not decrease a lot with increased number of measurements (M), as
long as the number of measurements is around 20 or more. An exception to this observation is
when S is more than 50 then there seem to be a decrease in variance with increasing M.
However there is though little reduction in variance if M exceeds 40 (Figure 6).
The results suggested that more samples were needed than actually were available for chub
mackerel.

Figure 6: A contour plot of variance for different combinations of sample size (S) and
number of measurements (M) of chub mackerel from 2003 -2007.
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4 .1.2 Haddock data
There does not seem to be much difference between the length distributions of the original
haddock data which contains 200 individual samples, each with more than 100 measurements
and its subsample which contains 26 samples. (Figure 7 (b and d)). For example both datasets
show a distinct peak at 45cm length.
The results of the variance analysis for both 200 and the 26 bootstrapped samples of haddock
are almost identical (Figure 7a and 7c). Thus the variance decreases with increase in the
number of samples (S). Keeping the number of measurement constant at 20, there is a fourfold
increased decrease in variance (from 2 to 0.5) by increasing S from 3 to 10. Again a fivefold
decrease in variance (0.5 to 0.1) is realised by increasing S from 10 to 30. Variance does not
decrease a lot when the number of measurements (M) is increased as long as measurements
are around 20. Nevertheless when S is more than 50, there tend to be some decrease in
variance with increase in M. But when M is over 40 there is little reduction in variance. These
results are similar to those obtained from the Chub mackerel data.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 7: Contour plots of variance for different combinations of sample size (S) and
number of measurements (M) of haddock. (a) Variance in 200 bootstrapped samples, (b)
length frequency distribution of (a), (c) Variance in 26 bootstrapped samples and (d)
length frequency distribution of (c).
4.1.3. Block bootstrap of different combinations of sample sizes and measurements
Sum of squares analysis for different combinations of sample sizes and measurements showed
significant decrease in variance with increasing sample sizes when M is kept constant (
Table 1.0). On the other hand if S is kept constant and M is varied little or no change in
variance is observed. This is seen in combinations of 20 and 30 S with M of 30 having
variance of 0.0018 and 0.0023 respectively. The difference in this is only 0.0005 which is
insignificant. This implies the decrease of variance in the samples above S of 20 with a
constant M of 30 is gradual and might not affect the variance in the sample.
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Table 1: Estimates of Sum of Squares for different combinations of sample sizes and
number of measurements in the 200 bootstrapped haddock data from 2000 – 2006
commercial data. Examples of length distributions are shown in Figure 8 for the S and
M combinations in italics
Sample size (S)
Measurements (M)
Sum of Squares
1
1
0.9941
5
5
0.0400
5
30
0.0059
10
10
0.0153
10
30
0.0051
20
5
0.0065
20
10
0.0049
20
30
0.0018
20
40
0.0023
20
80
0.0009
30
30
0.0022
40
30
0.0015
80
30
0.0009
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8: 0 Comparison of length distribution of Haddock data (red) with combinations
of bootstrapped samples sizes and measurements (blue). (a) sample size = 5 and
measurements =30, (b) sample size = 30 and measurements = 30.
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5.0 DISCUSSION
In an ideal survey, the sample population should be a scaled down version of the population,
mirroring every characteristics of the whole population but this ideal situation is rarely met
exactly (Lohr, 1999). A good sample would reproduce the characteristics of interest in a
population as closely as possible. However, minimum data requirements will vary depending
on which parameter is being estimated and the nature of the sample, even with the same fish
species. Thus at small sample sizes, parameters such as mean length and age can confidently
be estimated.
Availability of reliable data is of great importance in the assessment of exploited stocks and
hence for management decisions. But often there are limited resources for data collection and
therefore compromises in data collection in terms of accuracy have to be accepted. In
formulating a sampling scheme for a given resources it is expedient to get a sample that is
representative of the population given the resource available.
5.1 Variance in Chub mackerel data
Based on variance component analysis Helle and Pennington (2004) predicted that the only
way to decrease variance in a sample would be to increase the number of boats that collected
samples which in this case is the sample sizes. It has been shown from the variance analysis
of the Chub mackerel data that the variance decreases with increasing sample sizes. Thus by
increasing the number of samples threefold and keeping the number of measurements at 20,
there is a four to fivefold decrease in variance. This suggests that in order to improve
precision in estimates derived from catch data, increasing the number of samples is of
uttermost importance.
5.2 Variance and length frequency distribution of the Haddock data
The results from the variance analysis in the Chub mackerel data suggested that more samples
were needed than actually were available. Therefore it was of interest to see if the findings
from the analysis would change if more samples were used. To test this, a data set from
commercial catches of Haddock in Icelandic waters which contained 200 individual samples,
each sample containing at least 100 measurements was used. Two runs of the analysis were
done, one using all the available data and then with a subsample from the full data set
containing 26 samples.
The results obtained from the 26 samples were very identical to that of the 200 samples,
which suggests that the results from the analysis of the Chub mackerel data would not change
markedly if more samples were available.
Also an objective of sampling method is to estimate the length distribution of the species
population. That is the length distribution is a description of the relative abundance of
individuals in the population (Folmer and Pennington, 2000). However the fish sampled were
not a random sample of individuals from the entire commercial catch, but were selected from
a number of clusters. The basic problem with cluster sampling is that fish caught together tend
to be more similar in length than those in the entire population (Helle and Pennington, 2004).
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The length distributions in this study from both bootstrapped Haddock samples (200 and 26)
were very much similar. This result is supported by observations made by Pennington et al.,
(2002) that the practical implication of positive intra-cluster correlation is that a sample of
animals caught in clusters generally contain less information on the population structure than
equal number of fish caught at random.
5.3 Variability within different combinations of sample sizes and measurements
In order to give some idea of the results, in terms of difference between the population length
distribution and the distribution of a certain sampling scheme a block bootstrap was done on
the Haddock data. This method is to test the accuracy of the estimates of mean lengths in the
distribution. The population length distribution was assumed to be the same as the length
distribution from the whole data set. The difference between the two distributions was
measured by calculating the sum of squares. The results from the ANOVA and the block
bootstrap are similar but the block bootstrap makes it possible to compare the overall
distribution whereas the ANOVA method compares only the mean length of the samples. The
results from the block bootstrap imply that a sample size of 30 and 30 measurements is a more
adequate representation of the Haddock data than the other.
Pennington and VØlstad (1994) showed that a way to determine how much information is
contained in a sample collected in clusters is to calculate the effective sample size. This is
termed as the number of individuals needed to be sampled at random to obtain the same
precision for a population estimate as that achieved by the cluster sample (Folmer and
Pennington, 2000).
From the study, to have a better sampling scheme that would represent the population of Chub
mackerel, emphasis should be placed on obtaining more samples rather than large samples to
decrease the variation in the samples. Hence one must sample more and more to gain less and
less variation in the sample. This seems to support observations made by Helle and
Pennington (2004) that to gain precision in a sample one needs to spread out the sampling.
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6.0 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 Conclusion
The study has shown that the number of samples is very important in a data collection scheme
and a way to increase sampling precision significantly would be to increase the number of
samples collected each year. In contrast an increase in the number of measurements does not
increase accuracy. Logistics and cost is of great concern when devising a sampling scheme.
The most expensive part of a sampling programme is obtaining each sample and therefore a
trade-off is to be set at obtaining a representative sample at the estimated sampling cost. For
an optimal sampling scheme, this study suggests that a sample size of 30 with 30
measurements in each sample would be the absolute minimum sample requirement for the
Chub mackerel during the upwelling season annually from each landing site.
It is evident from this study the need to develop sampling strategies for fisheries data
collection programmes. The bootstrap technique employed here to evaluate and devise a
sampling scheme seems to be a laudable idea.
6.2 Recommendations
A holistic study of the biology, ecology and distribution of Chub mackerel in the coastal
waters of Ghana and also within the Eastern Central Atlantic region is recommended. Thus
tagging studies should be conducted to ascertain the migratory routes of this species and also
studies on the spawning season and grounds is vital in understanding the behaviour of this
species.
Again, samples from data collection programmes should be sold back to the market after all
the necessary information has been collected. So that some of the budget allocated for data
collection in the Marine Research Institute in Tema, Ghana can be recycled. It might also be
sensible to record more information from at least some of the fish measured, such as weight,
sex and maturity. Furthermore ageing should be given serious consideration, either by
collection of otoliths or scales.
Further studies are recommended to critically assess the sampling scheme used for small
pelagics in the Ghanaian marine fishery. In addition, the study advocates sampling from the
two fishing harbours thus Tema and Takoradi and all the landing sites along the entire stretch
of the coastline of Ghana so as to mark out similarities and differences if there are between
species in the east and west coast and also to ensure an extensive and reliable estimate of the
status of the most exploited species in the fisheries.
A good centralized data base for storage of all fisheries data from surveys should be set up
and must be easily accessible for analysis.
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APPENDICES
R code used for variance component estimate of chub mackerel
Scombdat<-read.table("datafinal.txt", header=T)
Scombdat[1:4,]
id<-paste(Scombdat$year,".",Scombdat$month,".",Scombdat$day, sep="")
Scombdat<-cbind(id,Scombdat)
Scombdat[1:4,]
# Getting rid of extra columns
Scombdat<-Scombdat[,c(1,5,6)]
Scombdat[1:4,]
#Expanding the data
id.2<-rep(Scombdat$id,Scombdat$no)
le.2<-rep(Scombdat$Classint,Scombdat$no)
Scombdat2<-data.frame(id=id.2, le=le.2)
## Variance analysis
fm<-aov(le~factor(id),Scombdat2)
sm<-summary(fm)
nvec<-tapply(Scombdat2$id,Scombdat2$id,length)
n<-(sum(nvec)-sum(nvec^2)/sum(nvec))/(length(nvec)-1)
MS<-sm[[1]][,3]
MSR<-MS[1]
MSE<-MS[2]
sigmahatA<-(MSR-MSE)/n
sigmahatE<-MSE
sigmahatA
sigmahatE
sm
#Analysis of variance components
sigmahatA
sigmahatE
S<-1:100 # No.samples
M<-1:100 # Measurements
var.cont<-NULL
for(i in S){
Vy<-sigmahatA/i + sigmahatE/(i*M)
var.cont<-rbind(var.cont, Vy)
}
var.cont[1:5,1:10]
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plot(c(0,100),c(0,100),xlab="S", ylab="M", type="n")
contour(S,M, var.cont, add=T,levels=c(10,2,1,0.5,0.1,0.05,0.01))
# Length Frequency Distribution Plot of Chub mackerel data
table(Scombdat2$le)
tt<-table(Scombdat2$le)
plot(as.numeric(names(tt)),tt,xlab="Length (cm)", ylab="Frequency", type="l")

### R code for Bootstrapping 200 samples from original Haddock data
proxydat<-read.table("dat.txt",header=T)
kk<-proxydat
# Trimming the old row.names off
kk<-kk[,2:3]
# Fixing the random number generator, so you can get the same result everytime
set.seed(7)
# Extracting the individual samples names
id.all<-unique(kk$id)
#Getting a random sample, Here I choose 2 samples.
#This you will have to change!!!
id.boot<-sample(id.all,size=200, replace=F)
id.boot
# Extracting the bootsrapped samples from the main data
dat.boot<-kk[!is.na(match(kk$id, id.boot)),]
##### Analysis of variance #######
fm<-aov(le~factor(id),dat.boot)
sm<-summary(fm)
nvec<-tapply(dat.boot$id,dat.boot$id,length)
n<-(sum(nvec)-sum(nvec^2)/sum(nvec))/(length(nvec)-1)
MS<-sm[[1]][,3]
MSR<-MS[1]
MSE<-MS[2]
sigmahatA<-(MSR-MSE)/n
sigmahatE<-MSE
sigmahatA
sigmahatE
S<-1:100 # No.samples
M<-1:100 # Measurements
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var.cont<-NULL
for(i in S){
Vy<-sigmahatA/i + sigmahatE/(i*M)
var.cont<-rbind(var.cont, Vy)
}
plot(c(0,100),c(0,100),xlab="S", ylab="M", type="n")
## Bootstrapping 26 samples from 200 Bootstrapped data.
# From script Haddock200samples
# dat.boot
set.seed(7)
id.all<-unique(dat.boot$id)
id.boot<-sample(id.all,size=26, replace=F)
dat.boot26<-dat.boot[!is.na(match(dat.boot$id, id.boot)),]
length(unique(dat.boot26$id))
fm26<-aov(le~factor(id),dat.boot26)
sm26<-summary(fm26)
nvec26<-tapply(dat.boot26$id,dat.boot26$id,length)
n26<-(sum(nvec26)-sum(nvec26^2)/sum(nvec26))/(length(nvec26)-1)
MS26<-sm26[[1]][,3]
MSR26<-MS26[1]
MSE26<-MS26[2]
sigmahatA26<-(MSR26-MSE26)/n26
sigmahatE26<-MSE26
S<-1:100 # No.samples
M<-1:100 # Measurements
var.cont26<-NULL
for(i in S){
Vy<-sigmahatA26/i + sigmahatE26/(i*M)
var.cont26<-rbind(var.cont26, Vy)
}
par(mfrow=c(2,2))
plot(c(0,100),c(0,100),xlab="S", ylab="M", type="n")
contour(S,M, var.cont, add=T,levels=c(10,2,1,0.5,0.1,0.05,0.25,0.01))
tt<-table(dat.boot$le)
plot(as.numeric(names(tt)),tt,xlab="Length (cm)", ylab="Frequency", type="l")
plot(c(0,100),c(0,100),xlab="S", ylab="M", type="n")
contour(S,M, var.cont26, add=T,levels=c(10,2,1,0.5,0.1,0.05,0.25,0.01))
tt26<-table(dat.boot26$le)
plot(as.numeric(names(tt26)),tt26,xlab="Length (cm)", ylab="Frequency", type="l")
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##### Distribution Plot #####
table(dat.boot$le)
tt<-table(dat.boot$le)
plot(as.numeric(names(tt)),tt,xlab="Length (cm)", ylab="Frequency", type="l")
### Bootstrapping different combinations of sample sizes and numbers and Calculation of
sum of squares
m.id<-unique(dat.boot$id)
all.dat<-table(dat.boot$le)/length(dat.boot$le)
le.vec<-10:95
le.dist<-rep(0,length(le.vec))
names(le.dist)<-le.vec
id.tab<-names(all.dat)
le.dist[id.tab]<-all.dat
all.dat<-le.dist
set.seed(3)
S<-80
M<-30
S.boot<-sample(m.id,size=S,replace=T)
MS.le.boot<-NULL
for(i in S.boot){
init.dat<-dat.boot$le[dat.boot$id==i]
M.boot<-sample(init.dat, size=M, replace=F)
MS.le.boot<-c(MS.le.boot,M.boot)
}
MS.dat<-table(MS.le.boot)/length(MS.le.boot)
MS.dat
le.dist<-rep(0,length(le.vec))
names(le.dist)<-le.vec
id.tab<-names(MS.dat)
le.dist[id.tab]<-MS.dat
MS.dat<-le.dist
SS<-sum((all.dat-MS.dat)^2)
plot(le.vec, all.dat,col="red", xlab="Length(cm)",ylab="Proportion", type="l")
lines(le.vec, MS.dat,col="blue")
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